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Let e, denote the number of 2j-invariants of the narrow ideal class group of a 
quadratic field Q(D’/*). Pumpliin has stated a criterion for e% > 0. The equiv- 
alence of this criterion to one arising from the Redei-Reichardt theorem is shown 
to be a graph-theoretic result, for which a direct proof is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers a problem connected with determining the number of 
4-invariants of the ideal class group (taken in the narrow sense) of a quadratic 
field Q(Dlp). The number of 4-invariants is called the 4-rank. The fundamen- 
tal result concerning the Crank is the Redei-Reichardt theorem [4], which 
determines the Crank in terms of certain properties of the prime divisors of 
the discriminant D of the quadratic field Q(D1iz). More recently Pumpltin [2] 
derived a criterion for the 4-rank to be nonzero which applies to those 
discriminants D all of whose associated prime discriminants are positive. 
This paper formulates the equivalence of the Pumpltin criterion for a nonzero 
4-rank to that of a similar criterion implied by the Redei-Reichardt theorem 
in terms of graph theory and gives a direct proof of this graph-theoretic 
result. A simple proof of Pumpliin’s criterion can be derived by taking this 
result in conjunction with an elementary proof of the Redei-Reichardt 
theorem given by Redei [3]. 
2. THE ASKEIATED GRAPH 
We recall the Redei-Reichardt theorem. Let D denote the discriminant of a 
quadratic field Q(D1/a). Let ej denote the number of 2j invariants of the 
narrow ideal class group of Q(D’/“); in particular e2 is the 4-rank. Define a 
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D-splitting (Dl , D2} to be an unordered factorization of D = DID, = D,D, 
into the product of two discriminants. For this purpose 1 is regarded as a 
discriminant, and the trivial D-splitting is { 1, D}. A D-splitting of the second 
kind is a D-splitting {Dl , D,} for which the Kronecker symbols (DJp) = 1 
for all primep ] D, and (D,/p) = 1 for all primep 1 D, . The trivial D-splitting 
is of the second kind. In this notation the genus theory of Gauss asserts that 
the number of D-splittings is 2”1. The Redei-Reichardt theorem asserts that 
the number of D-splittings of the second kind is 2”s. 
For certain D an associated graph G(D) can be constructed based on 
Redei’s elementary proof of the Redei-Reichardt theorem [3]. Redei’s 
proof depends on the well-known fact that any discriminant D factors uniquely 
into a product of prime discriminants. Here the prime discriminants are 
(-1)(p-l)f2 . p for p an odd prime, together with -4, -8, and 8. Prime 
discriminants will be denoted by p*; associate to a prime discriminant its 
unique prime divisor p. (Note also that at most one of -4, -8, and 8 occurs 
in any prime discriminant factorization of a discriminant.) Suppose the 
discriminant D =pT **. p$ factors into a product of N distinct prime discri- 
minants. Redei [3] associates to this discriminant D an N x N matrix 
AD = [Q] of zeros and ones by the conditions: 
aij = 1 if (p:/pJ = -1, 
(2.1) 
= 0 otherwise. 
He shows that the system of linear equations 
g a&xi + xi) = 0 for 1 < j ,( N (2.2) 
viewed over the finite field GF(2) has rank exactly N - e, - 1.l There is a 
two-to-one correspondence between solutions (x1 ,..., xN) to (2.2) and D- 
splittings of the second kind {Dl , D,} given by 
D, = n. P,“, D, = fl p”. 
Xi=0 xi=1 
(2.3) 
To obtain a graph G(D), we observe that the matrix AD = [aii] can be 
regarded as the vertex-adjacency matrix of a graph exactly when A, is 
symmetric. Whenever this symmetry condition is satisfied, we shall associate 
to D the graph G(D) with the vertex-adjacency matrix A, . The vertices i of 
1 This fact allows one to show that given a complete prime factorization of D, the 4-rank 
can be computed in < (log D)4 bit operations on a digital computer. To see this, note 
N < log D, each aj, can be evaluated in <(log D)B bit operations using either Euler’s 
criterion or the quadratic reciprocity law for the Jacobi symbol, and the rank of the system 
(2.2) can be found in < (log D)* bit operations using Gaussian elimination over GF(2). 
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this graph correspond to the pT and there is an edge between vertices i and j 
exactly when (pT/pJ = ( p;*/pJ = - 1. 
We examine this symmetry requirement. It is trivially satisfied if D has 
exactly one prime discriminant factor. The remaining cases are covered by: 
LEMMA 2.1. The discriminant D having at least two distinct prime factors 
has a symmetric associated matrix A,, if and only if all prime discriminantal 
factors p* of D have p* > 0, with the single exception D = 4p with p = 3 
(mod 8). 
Proof. Let the factorization of D into prime discriminants be D = 
P: . .. p$ with N 3 2. The matrix AD is symmetric if and only if 
* 
($)(“p. ) 2-z 1 3 2 
for all i # j. Note pt > 0 if and only if pf = 8 or pi = 1 (mod 4). The 
lemma follows by a straightforward analysis of cases using the quadratic 
reciprocity law and its supplements, treating pi , pj according to their 
congruence class (mod 4) and the cases p* = -4, -8, 8 separately. For 
example, if pi = pj = 3 (mod 4) then 
while for pf = -4, pi z 3 (mod 8) 
(g)(g) = (g($, = ($I= l 
using the definition of the Kronecker symbol (D/2) = (2/j D I) for odd D. 
Which graphs may occur as a G(D) for some D? The form of the incidence 
matrix requires that such a graph G have no loops or multiple edges. Conver- 
ly, any such G can be realized as some G(D). It can easily be shown using 
Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progression that we may select 
primes pi = 1 (mod 4) for 1 < i < N in such a way as to realize any pres- 
cribed set of signs for (pi/pi) when i >j. Hence any graph on N vertices with 
no loops or multiple edges is obtainable as a G(D) for some D. 
For those D for which G(D) exists, we can use the Redei-Reichardt 
theorem to formulate a graph-theoretic criterion that the 4-rank be nonzero. 
We observe that a D-splitting {Dl , D,} determines a division of the set of 
vertices V of G(D) into two disjoint sets (V, , V,), where i is in V, if and only if 
pt divides D, . Using Redei’s correspondence (2.2), (2.3), a vertex decompo- 
sition {V, , I’,> corresponds to a D-splitting of the second kind exactly when 
the subgraph of G(D) consisting of all edges between V1 and V, has all 
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vertices of even degree; that is, when this subgraph is an Eulerian graph. Call 
a decomposition of the vertices (VI , V,> of an arbitrary graph having this 
property an Eulerian vertex decomposition (EVD). For a graph G with no 
loops or multiple edges the number of EVD’s is one-half the number of 
solutions of the system (2.2), where A = [au] is the incidence matrix of G and 
this is always a power of 2. The reformulation of the Redei-Reichardt 
theorem is: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Redei-Reichardt criterion). Let D be a discriminant 
having an associated graph G(D). The number of Eulerian vertex decompositions 
of G(D) is 2”~ where ea is the 4-rank of Q(Dln). Consequently eB > 1 tf and 
only if there are an even number of Eulerian vertex decompositions of G(D). 
We next consider the criterion of Pumphin that the Crank be nonzero. We 
restate his Theorem 2.29 in graph-theoretic language as follows: 
THEOREM (Pumpltin). Let D =pF 1.. p$ be factored into prime dis- 
criminants with aUp,* > 0. If h*(D) denotes the narrow ideal class number of 
Q(D’n), then 
h*(D) = c n (1 - (g)) 
T (f.mT 
(mod 2N), 
where T runs over all spanning trees of the complete graph on N vertices, and 
(i, j) runs over the edges of a tree T. 
By Lemma 2.1 any D included in Eumpliin’s theorem has an associated 
G(D). Next, by genus theory e, = N - 1 and h*(D) = 0 (mod 2N) if and 
only if e2 > 1. By inspection each term on the right side of (2.4) is =O 
(mod 2N-3 and is ~0 (mod 2N) if and only if some (pt/p,) = 1 for (i, j) E T. 
Thus the only terms that make a nonzero contribution to the right side of 
(2.4) are those spanning trees T that are spanning trees of the associated 
graph G(D), and these each contribute 2N-1 (mod 2N). This yields: 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Pump&r criterion). Let D = pT **.p;2; be factored 
into prime discriminants with all pp > 0. The narrow ideal class number h*(D) 
of Q(D1te) satisfies 
h*(D) = 2N-1 1 ST 1 (mod 2N) 
where I ST I denotes the number of spanning trees of G(D). Consequently 
e, > 1 zf and only if there are an even number of spanning trees of G(D). 
The equivalence of the Redei-Reichardt criterion and the Pumpltin 
cirterion is now seen to be the following graph-theoretic result. 
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THEOREM A. For any graph G with no loops or multiple edges 
/EVDl f ISTl (mod 2) 
where 1 EVD 1 denotes the munber of Eulerian vertex decompositions of G 
and 1 ST 1 the number of spanning trees of G. 
We give a direct proof of this theorem in the next section. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let A = [air] denote the vertex-vertex incidence matrix of G. The solutions 
to the system of linear equations (2.2) over GF(2) counts twice the number of 
Eulerian vertex decompositions. Rewrite the system (2.2) as 
A”x = 0, 
where 
(i) &ij = aij if i # j, 
(ii) &i is zero or one, determined by the congruence 
Gfi E 1 aij (mod 2). 
izi 
We use the Matrix Tree Theorem of Kirchhoff ([l, p. 561). 
THEOREM (Kirchhoff). Let G be a graph with no loops or multiple edges. 
Let Q be the degree matrix of G, a diagonal matrix having the degree of the 
vertex i as diagonal element i. Let A be the vertex adjacency matrix of G. Then 
all (N - 1) x (N - 1) minors of Q - A have determinant equal to the 
number of spanning trees of G. 
We apply this result by observing 
Q-A=A” (mod 2). (3.1) 
Delete the first row and column from the matrices on both sides of the 
congruence (3.1). ‘The determinant of the left-hand side then counts spanning 
trees (mod 2) by the Matrix Tree Theorem. The determinant of the right side 
counts EVDs (mod 2). To see this, note that deleting the first row and column 
did not change the rank of A” (all row and column sums were zero). This 
determinant is odd exactly when A” with the first row and column deleted 
has full rank. This happens if and only if the solution space of x has exactly 
two solutions over GF(2); that is, when there is exactly one EVD. But 
the number of EVDs is a power of 2, and is even otherwise. This proves 
Theorem A. 
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